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Abstract
The Lagrange–Poincare´ equations for a mechanical system which
describes the interaction of two scalar particles that move on a spe-
cial Riemannian manifold, consisting of the product of two manifolds,
the total space of a principal fiber bundle and the vector space, are
obtained. The derivation of equations is performed by using the vari-
ational principle developed by Poincare´ for the mechanical systems
with a symmetry. The obtained equations are written in terms of the
dependent variables which, as in gauge theories, are implicitly deter-
mined by means of equations representing the local sections of the
principal fiber bundle.
1 Introduction
Full research of mechanical systems suggests a finding of all critical points
belonging to the systems, together with the behavior of phase curves in their
vicinities. The knowledge of these points allows one to reconstruct the evo-
lution of the mechanical systems. At the equilibrium (the point which is
∗E-mail adress: storchak@ihep.ru
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fixed in time under the dynamics), the evolution can be described, for in-
stance, with the help of the normal forms method proposed by Poincare´ and
Birkhoff.
In the case of dynamical systems with symmetry, we are also interested
in finding the ”fixed points”. But now they characterize the steady motions
(or relative equilibria) of the original systems. These fixed points correspond
to the equilibrium points of the reduced mechanical systems [1, 2].
The points of the relative equilibria are defined by the equations that
follow from the Lagrange-Poincare´ equations. These last equations are rep-
resented by a system consisting of two equations. Usually they are referred
to as horizontal and vertical equations.1
Notice that such a description of the evolution is a consequence of the
choice of the special coordinate basis for the total space of the principal fiber
bundle which can be associated with the original mechanical system with
symmetry.
At present, the Lagrange-Poincare´ equations were obtained for many me-
chanical systems (see e.g. [5,6] and references therein). The cited papers are
dealing mainly with the systems that are invariant under the free and proper
action of a Lie groups. The case of a non-free action was also considered.
We refer to [7] were the necessary references may also be found.
The finite-dimensional mechanical systems with symmetry are of interest
for us not only by themselves. Thanks to their properties, they can be also
used as model systems in studies that are carried out in gauge theories.
For example, an intrinsic geometry of the mechanical system, which de-
scribes the motion of the scalar particle on a Riemannian manifold with a
free and proper action of a group Lie, is similar to the geometry of the gauge
theory for pure Yang–Mills fields [8].
Due to the symmetry, the original motion of this particle can be viewed
as occurring on the total space of the corresponding principal fiber bundle.
In addition, as in gauge theories, the reduction process leads to the “true
motion” given on the reduced space – the base space of the principal fiber
bundle [1].
But in order to be able to use the mechanical systems with symmetry as
a model systems for the gauge theories, it is necessary to have an appropriate
description of the evolution of these mechanical systems.
In gauge theories, one usually deals with constrained variables, i.e. with
the variables that are not independent but satisfy some functional equations.
These equations define (locally) the gauge surface in the space of gauge fields.
The gauge surface, in turn, determines the section of the corresponding triv-
1These equations are also known as Wong’s equations [3, 4].
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ial principal bundle. Hence the gauge surface is used for the coordinatization
of the bundle space. This means that in gauge theories, in the case of “unre-
solved gauges”, that is when we are not able to find explicit solutions of the
equations defining the gauge surface, we have to use dependent variables2
(or locally, the dependent coordinates) for description of the evolution. It is
these variables must be used in the Lagrange-Poincare´ equations for model
mechanical systems with symmetry, so that it would be possible to consider
obtained equations as appropriate analogues for the corresponding equations
of the gauge field theories.
This approach has been employed in our works [9, 10], where we have
derived the Lagrange-Poincare´ equations for the above discussed mechanical
system with a symmetry. This enabled us to obtain the equations for Yang–
Mills fields having the same structure as the equations for the mechanical
system. As follows from the Lagrange-Poincare´ equations for Yang–Mills
fields [11], the defining equations for the relative equilibria are based on
the special spectral problem and therefore may have an infinite number of
solutions representing the possible relative equilibria.
We note that in the previously mentioned works on the mechanical sys-
tems [5–7], as well as in [12], where the Lagrange-Poincare´ equations were
obtained for the field theories, the questions related to the description of the
evolution in terms of dependent variables have been left untouched.
Next an important task in the approach based on using dependent vari-
ables, is to determine the relative equilibria in the system consisting of the
gauge field which interacts with a scalar field. Before proceeding to its so-
lution, and as a first step, it would be useful to examine an appropriate
dynamical system in mechanics. This is also necessary for verifying the cor-
rectness of the corresponding equations in gauge theory.
In the present paper we consider a mechanical system which describes
a motion of two interacting scalar particles on a special configuration space
– the product of two spaces. The first space in this product is a finite-
dimensional Riemannian manifold (without boundary), the second space is
a finite-dimensional vector space. Moreover, we assume that there is a free,
proper, isometric and smooth action of the compact Lie group on these spaces
and, therefore, on the original manifold as a whole. It can be shown that
such an action on the first space, given by the Riemannian manifold, leads
to the principal fiber bundle in which this Riemannian manifold is a total
space.
As a result of a group action on the whole space, we also come to the
principal fiber bundle. For this bundle, the manifold, representing the origi-
2They are the solutions of these equations.
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nal configuration space of the whole system, can be regarded as a total space.
But the base of the bundle, i.e. the orbit space of the group action, now is
the bundle space of the associated vector bundle.
We see, that the obtained principal bundle is exactly the same which is
used in the construction leading to the associated vector bundle in geometry.
So the coordinates in the principal bundle are usually introduced by taking
into account this fact.
The coordinates in this principal bundle are determined in a standard
way, i.e. with the help of the local sections. The method, which we use
for the coordinatization of this principal bundle, is typical for Yang–Mills
fields with interactions. In [13], for example, it was used in the study of the
quantization procedure in the scalar electrodynamics. In this method, an
important role belongs to the sections of the principal fiber bundle related
to the Riemannian manifold representing the first space in our configuration
space.
The purpose of the present paper is to obtain the Lagrange-Poincare´
equation for the model mechanical system which has been described above.
It will be made, as in [10], with the help of the Poincare´ variational principle
[14–16]. This variational principle was developed by Poincare´ for mechanical
systems with a symmetry.
The paper will be organized as follows. In Section 2 we will introduce the
principal fiber bundle coordinates on our original Riemannian manifold and
get a new representation for the metric tensor of this manifold. In Section
3 we will change the coordinate basis of our manifold for the horizontal lift
basis and also consider the corresponding transformation of the Lagrangian
arising from it. In Section 4, after brief recalling the Poincare´ approach to
the calculus of variations, we will derive the differential relations between
the variations and the quasi-velocities. These relations are necessary for the
Poincare´ method. In Section 5 we will obtain the Lagrange-Poincare´ equa-
tions. The first of two Appendices will be dedicated to the derivation of the
differential relation between the variations and the quasi-velocities associated
with the group variables. The second one will contain the properties of the
projection operators and Killing relations for the horizontal metric. In the
last section will be given concluding remarks.
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2 Principal fiber bundle coordinates on the
configuration space
The configuration space of our mechanical system, describing the interaction
of two scalar particles, is represented by the product manifold P×V , where P
is a smooth finite-dimensional Riemannian manifold (without the boundary)
and V is a finite-dimensional vector space.
Let (QA, fn), A = 1, . . . , NP and n = 1, . . . , NV be the coordinates of a
point (p, v) given on a chart (U , ϕA˜) of the original product manifold. We
assume that open sets U of the charts are choosen to be equal (UP × UV ),
and the coordinate functions for these sets are given by ϕA˜ = (ϕA, ϕn).3 So,
we have QA = ϕA(p) and fn = ϕn(v).
In these coordinates, the Riemannian metric of the manifold is written
as follows:
ds2 = GAB(Q)dQ
AdQB +Gmndf
mdfn, (1)
where the first term represents the Riemannian metric of the manifold P and
the second one, with matrix Gmn consisting of some fixed constant elements,
is used as the metric of the inner product in V . It is admitted that Gmn may
be non diagonal. In the paper we assume that we are given a free, proper,
smooth and isometric action of the compact Lie group G on the original
manifold. Also we assume that the group acts on the manifold from the
right: (p, v)g = (pg, g−1v). Being written in coordinates, this action is given
as follows:
Q˜A = FA(Q, g), f˜n = D¯nm(g)f
m.
Here D¯nm(g) ≡ D
n
m(g
−1), and by Dnm(g) we denote the matrix of the finite
dimensional representation of the group G acting on the vector space V .
For the right action of the group G on the point p with the coordinates
Q, we have
F (F (Q, g1), g2) = F (Q, Φˆ(g1, g2)),
where the function Φˆ determines the group multiplication law in the space
of the group parameters.
Note that since the group G acts on P isometrically, the metric tensor
GAB must satisfy the following relation:
GAB(Q) = GDC(F (Q, g))F
D
A (Q, g)F
C
B (Q, g), (2)
3In the sequel, the expressions having the capital indices with the tilde mark will be
treated in a similar way.
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with FBA (Q, g) ≡
∂FB(Q,g))
∂QA
. A similar relation for the tensor Gmn:
Gpq = GmnD¯
m
p (g)D¯
n
q (g), (3)
can be derived from the linear isometrical action of the group G on the vector
space V .
The Killing vector fields for the product metric of the original manifold
are given by the corresponding vector fields for the manifolds P and V :
KAα (Q)
∂
∂QA
with KAα (Q) =
∂Q˜A
∂aα
∣∣∣
a=e
and Knα(f)
∂
∂fn
with Knα(f) =
∂f˜n
∂aα
∣∣∣
a=e
=
∂D¯nm(a)
∂aα
∣∣∣
a=e
= (J¯α)
n
mf
m. The generators J¯α of the representation D¯
n
m(a) satisfy
the commutation relation [J¯α, J¯β] = c¯
γ
αβJ¯γ, where the structure constants
c¯γαβ = −c
γ
αβ .
Using the condensed notation, in which A˜ ≡ (A, p), we can rewrite the
components of the Killing vector fields as
KA˜µ = (K
A
µ , K
p
µ).
We know from the general theory [1] that the action of a group G, provided
that this action satisfies the same requirements as we have assumed in our
paper, leads to the orbit-fibering of the original manifold P × V . Therefore
this manifold can be regarded as the total space of the principal fiber bundle
where the orbit space manifold P ×G V is the base space. This means that
it is possible to introduce the principal fiber bundle coordinates in each local
neighborhood of the original manifold and then to express the coordinates
(QA, fn) of the point (p, v) in terms of the bundle coordinates. We briefly
recall this well-known procedure [13, 17–22].
First we note that the action of a group G on P results in the principal
fiber bundle P(M,G) having the base space M = P/G. The coordinates
of the points on this bundle will be used as the part of new coordinates on
P × V .
The total space P of the principal fiber bundle P(M,G) has the fol-
lowing local representation pi−1(Ux) ∼ Ux × G, where Ux is an open neigh-
bourhood of the point x = pi(p) which belongs to the chart (Ux, ϕx) of this
bundle. It follows that the principal fiber bundle coordinates of the point p
are usually given by the coordinates (xi, aα), i = 1, . . . , NM, NM = dimM,
α = 1, . . . , NG , NG = dimG (NP = NM +NG).
As the coordinates on P(M,G), we take in the paper not the coordinates
(xi, aα), since often it is difficult to find the interrelation between the new
coordinates xi and the initial coordinates QA of the point p ∈ P, but the
constrained (or dependent) coordinates. In gauge theories, such coordinates
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are determined with the help of the gauge constraints and known also as
adapted coordinates [13]. The same approach can be used in our case.
We suppose that in each sufficiently small neighbourhood of a point p ∈ P
it is possible to determine such a local submanifold Σ of the manifold P,
which has a transversal intersection with the orbits. This property enables
the existence of the local sections of the principal fiber bundle [23]. As a rule
the submanifold Σ is given by the equations {χα(Q) = 0, α = 1, . . .NG}. In
gauge theories, the corresponding (functional) equations are known as the
gauge constraints. Hence, the submanifold Σ, which defines the local section
of the principal fiber bundle, plays the same role as the gauge fixing surface.
The coordinates of the points on the local submanifold Σ will be denoted
by Q∗A. Since they satisfy the equations {χα(Q∗) = 0}, they are called the
dependent (or constrained) coordinates. We will use these coordinates, to-
gether with the group coordinates aα, as the principal bundle coordinates for
the points given on the total space P of the principal fiber bundle P(M,G).
The constrained coordinates were exploited in many works devoted to
the dynamical systems with a symmetry (see e.g. [17,18,24–27] and others).
The use of these coordinates for the coordinatization of the principal fiber
bundles was considered in [27–29]. We will mainly follow these works where
the explanation of this procedure was given. Although as the objects of
the study of these works were chosen the gauge field theories, the approach,
developed there, can be also applied to our case. But, of course, it can be
done only after the proper adaptation of this approach to the mechanical
systems.
As it is now well-known, the introduction of the coordinates in the princi-
pal fiber bundles is based on two statements. The first statement is concerned
with the existence of the special locally finite open covering {Ui} of the base
manifoldM, which is necessary for coordinate definition of the principal fiber
bundle. It is assumed that this open covering is constructed with the help of
the set {Σi} which is formed by the given local submanifolds (surfaces) Σi of
the total space P. Moreover, it is required that a family local sections {σi}
of the principal fiber bundle pi : P → M can be determined by these local
surfaces Σi: the section σi is the map σi : Ui → Σi such that piΣi · σi = idUi.
The second statement is related to the definition of the coordinate func-
tions of the bundle charts by which the coordinate principal fiber bundle is
given. In a standard case, these functions are defined by means of the rule
which establishes the local isomorphism between Ui×G and pi
−1(Ui). In [28]
and [18], the coordinate functions were obtained with the help of the local
sections determined by means of parametrically given local surfaces Σi. In
these works it was supposed that the equations χα(Q) = 0 had the following
solution: QA = Q∗A(x), x ∈M.
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But in many cases such a representation for the solution is impossible.
This is the reason of using the dependent coordinates. So, to define the
coordinate functions of the principal fiber bundle arising in these cases one
should use the existing local isomorphism between trivial principal bundle
Σi × G → Σi and P(M,G) [13, 29]. And now the coordinate functions of a
bundle chart (Ui, ϕi) perform the following isomorphism:
ϕi : Σi × G → pi
−1(Ui).
In coordinates, this map is written as
ϕi : (Q
∗B, aα)→ QA = FA(Q∗B, aα),
where Q∗B are the coordinates of a point given on the local surface Σi and
aα – the coordinates of an arbitrary group element a. This element carries
the point, taken on Σi, to the point p ∈ P which has the coordinates Q
A.
The inverse map ϕ−1i ,
ϕ−1i : pi
−1(Ui)→ Σi × G,
has the following coordinate representation:
ϕ−1i : Q
A → (Q∗B(Q), aα(Q)).
Here the group coordinates aα(Q) of a point p are the coordinates of the
group element which connects, by means of its action on p, the surface Σi
and the point p ∈ P. These group coordinates are given by the solutions of
the following equation:
χβ(FA(Q, a−1(Q))) = 0. (4)
The coodinates Q∗B are defined by the equation
Q∗B = FB(Q, a−1(Q)). (5)
We see that the map ϕ−1i , thus defined, enables one to find the principal bun-
dle coordinates (Q∗B, aα) of the point p from the known initial coordinates
QA of this point given on the manifold P.
We note that the bundle coordinates of p ∈ P were determined for the
bundle chart (Ui, ϕi) related to the local surface Σi. The relationship of these
coordinates of the point p with the coordinates obtained for the chart (Uj , ϕj)
is given by the transition function ϕji = ϕ
−1
j ϕi [13]:
ϕji : (Σi ∩ pi
−1(Uj))× G → (Σj ∩ pi
−1(Ui))× G.
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In coordinates, this map is written as
ϕji : (Q
∗, a)→
(
F (Q∗, a−1j (Q
∗)), Φˆ(aj(Q
∗), a)
)
,
where by Q∗ we denote the coordinates of the point belonging to Σi, aj(Q
∗)
– the coordinates of the group element defined by means of the local surface
Σj and by a was denoted the coordinates of an arbitrary group element.
It is not difficult to check that these transition functions satisfy the cocycle
relation ϕjiϕik = ϕjk. It can be done by using the following formulae of the
coordinate ransformations:
gα(F (Q, a)) = Φˆα(g(Q), a), g−1(F (Q, a)) = Φˆ(a−1, g−1(Q)),
together with the general formulae for a group action: F (F (Q, g1), g2) =
F (Q, Φˆ(g1, g2)) and Φˆ(a, Φˆ(g, h)) = Φˆ(Φˆ(a, g), h).
For the principal fiber bundle P(P ×G V,G), adapted coordinates can be
defined by the same method as it was done for P(M,G) [13]. Now pi : P ×
V → P×G V means that locally we have a map pi : (p, v)→ [p, v], where [p, v]
is the equivalence class formed by the equivalence relation (p, v) ∼ (pg, g−1v).
The local section σ˜i of this bundle, pi · σ˜i = id, is the map which sends [p, v]
to some element (p˜, v˜) ∈ P × V . The section σ˜i is given by
σ˜i([p, v]) = (σi(x), a(p)v),
where σi is a local section of P(M,G), σi : Ui → pi
−1
P (Ui), x = piP(p) and a(p)
is the group element defined by p = σi(x)a(p). Since
(σi(x), a(p) v) = (p a
−1(p), a(p) v) = (p, v) a−1(p),
we get
σ˜i([p, v]) = (p, v) a
−1(p).
We see that the image of σ˜i, the local surface Σ˜i, consists of the elements
that are obtained in a similar way as the elements of “gauge fixing surface”
Σi ∈ P for the principal fiber bundle P(M,G).
For a properly chosen family of sections {σ˜i}, and, respectinely, the family
of {Σ˜i}, the local isomorphisms of the principal fiber bundle P(P ×G V,G)
and the trivial principal bundles Σ˜i×G → Σ˜i enables one to introduce a new
atlas on P(P ×G V,G) with charts that are related to the submanifolds {Σ˜i}.
The coordinate functions of these charts (U˜i, ϕ˜i), where U˜i is an open
neighborhood of the point [p, v] given on the base space P ×G V , are such
that
ϕ˜−1i : pi
−1(U˜i)→ Σ˜i × G, or in coordinates,
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ϕ˜−1i : (Q
A, fm)→ (Q∗A(Q), f˜n(Q), aα(Q) ).
Here QA and fm are the coordinates of a point (p, v) ∈ P × V , Q∗A(Q) is
given by (5) and
f˜n(Q) = Dnm(a(Q)) f
m,
a(Q) is defined by (4), and we have used the following property: D¯nm(a
−1) ≡
Dnm(a). The coordinates Q
∗A, representing a point given on a local surface Σi,
satisfy the constraints: χ(Q∗) = 0. That is, they are dependent coordinates.
The coordinate function ϕ˜i maps Σ˜i × G → pi
−1(U˜i):
ϕ˜i : (Q
∗B, f˜n, aα)→ (FA(Q∗, a), D¯mn (a)f˜
n).
Thus, we have defined the special local bundle coordinates (Q∗A, f˜n, aα), also
named as adapted coordinates, on the principal fiber bundle pi : P × V →
P ×G V .
In the sequel we will deal, in fact, only with the local expressions that
are given on a separate chart. This case may be proper regarded, and also
treated, by supposing that the principal fiber bundle P(M,G) is trivial. It
takes place, for example, when the local submanifolds {χα = 0} form the
global submanifold of the manifold P. Note that P(P ×G V,G) will be also
trivial. For simplicity of further consideration, it will be assumed in the paper
that such a restriction, imposed on the considered principal fiber bundles, is
fulfilled.
As a consequence, we come to a local isomorphism of the trivial principal
fiber bundle P(M,G) and the trivial principal bundle piΣ : Σ×G → Σ [13,28].
Therefore, the charts of the total space P are expressed through the charts
of the global submanifold Σ. And constrained global variables, defined on Σ,
can be used as the coordinate functions of these charts. It folows that in this
case, for the trivial principal fiber bundle P(P ×G V,G), we have a bundle
isomorphism ϕ˜ : Σ˜× G → P × V which enables us to define the charts with
adapted coordinates on this bundle.
It is not difficult to obtain the representation for the Riemannian metric
given on P × V in terms of the principal bundle coordinates (Q∗A, f˜n, aα)
which we have just introduced on the principal fiber bundle. The replacement
of the coordinates (QA, fm) of a point (p, v) ∈ P × V for a new coordinates
QA = FA(Q∗B, aα), fm = D¯mn (a)f˜
n (6)
leads to the following transformation of the local coordinate vector fields:
∂
∂fn
= Dmn (a)
∂
∂f˜m
,
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∂∂QB
=
∂Q∗A
∂QB
∂
∂Q∗A
+
∂aα
∂QB
∂
∂aα
+
∂f˜n
∂QB
∂
∂f˜n
= FˇCB
(
NAC (Q
∗)
∂
∂Q∗A
+ χµC(Φ
−1)βµv¯
α
β (a)
∂
∂aα
− χµC(Φ
−1)νµ(J¯ν)
m
p f˜
p ∂
∂f˜m
)
. (7)
Here FˇCB ≡ F
C
B (F (Q
∗, a), a−1) is an inverse matrix to the matrix FAB (Q
∗, a),
χµC ≡
∂χµ(Q)
∂QC
|Q=Q∗, (Φ
−1)βµ ≡ (Φ
−1)βµ(Q
∗) – the matrix which is inverse to the
Faddeev–Popov matrix:
(Φ)βµ(Q) = K
A
µ (Q)
∂χβ(Q)
∂QA
,
the matrix v¯αβ (a) is inverse of the matrix u¯
α
β(a).
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The operator NAC , defined as
NAC (Q) = δ
A
C −K
A
α (Q)(Φ
−1)αµ(Q)χ
µ
C(Q),
is the projection operator (NABN
B
C = N
A
C ) onto the subspace which is or-
thogonal to the Killing vector field KAα (Q)
∂
∂QA
. NAC (Q
∗) is the restriction of
NAC (Q) to the submanifold Σ:
NAC (Q
∗) ≡ NAC (F (Q
∗, e)) NAC (Q
∗) = FBC (Q
∗, a)NMB (F (Q
∗, a))FˇAM(Q
∗, a)
e is the unity element of the group.
We note also that formula (7) is a generalization of an analogous formula
from [19, 21].
As an operator, the vector field ∂
∂Q∗A
is determined by means of the
following rule:
∂
∂Q∗A
ϕ(Q∗) = (P⊥)
D
A(Q
∗)
∂ϕ(Q)
∂QD
∣∣∣
Q=Q∗
where the projection operator (P⊥)
A
B on the tangent plane to the submanifold
Σ is given by
(P⊥)
A
B = δ
A
B − χ
α
B (χχ
⊤)−1βα (χ
⊤)Aβ .
In this formula, (χ⊤)Aβ is a transposed matrix to the matrix χ
ν
B:
(χ⊤)Aµ = G
ABγµνχ
ν
B γµν = K
A
µGABK
B
ν .
Using the above explicit expression for the projection operators, it is easy to
derive their multiplication properties:
(P⊥)
A
BN
C
A = (P⊥)
C
B, N
A
B (P⊥)
C
A = N
C
B .
4det u¯αβ(a) is the density of the right-invariant measure given on the group G.
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In the new coordinate basis (∂/∂Q∗A, ∂/∂f˜m, ∂/∂aα) the metric (1) of
the original manifold P × V can be rewritten as follows:
G˜AB(Q
∗, f˜ , a) =

 GCD(P⊥)
C
A(P⊥)
D
B 0 GCD(P⊥)
C
AK
D
ν u¯
ν
α
0 Gmn GmpK
p
ν u¯
ν
α
GBCK
C
µ u¯
µ
β GnpK
p
ν u¯
ν
β dµν u¯
µ
αu¯
ν
β

 (8)
where GCD(Q
∗) ≡ GCD(F (Q
∗, e)):
GCD(Q
∗) = FMC (Q
∗, a)FND (Q
∗, a)GMN(F (Q
∗, a)),
the projection operators P⊥ and the components K
A
µ of the Killing vector
fields depend on Q∗, u¯µβ = u¯
µ
β(a), K
p
ν = K
p
ν (f˜), dµν(Q
∗, f˜)u¯µα(a)u¯
ν
β(a) is the
metric on G–orbit through the point (p, v). The components dµν of this
metric are given by
dµν(Q
∗, f˜) = KAµ (Q
∗)GAB(Q
∗)KBν (Q
∗) +Kmµ (f˜)GmnK
n
ν (f˜)
≡ γµν(Q
∗) + γ′µν(Q
∗).
Also we note that when we made the change of the coordinates in the
differential df :
df = D¯nm(a)df˜
m +
∂D¯nm(a)
∂aµ
f˜mdaµ,
we have used the following transformations:
∂D¯nm(a)
∂aµ
f˜m = (J¯β)
l
mD¯
n
l (a)u¯
β
µ(a)f˜
m = K lβ(f˜)D¯
n
l (a)u¯
β
µ(a).
The last equality is due to the identity Dlk(a)(J¯α)
k
pD¯
p
n(a) = ρ
β
α(a)(J¯β)
l
n, in
which ρβα(a) = u¯
β
γ(a)v
γ
α(a) is the matrix of the adjoint representation of the
group G.
The pseudoinverse matrix G˜AB(Q∗, f˜ , a) to matrix (8) is as follows:

 G
EFNAEN
B
F −G
EFNAEΛ
ν
FK
m
ν G
EFNAEΛ
β
F v¯
α
β
−GEFNAF Λ
ν
EK
m
ν G
mn +GEFΛνEΛ
µ
FK
m
ν K
n
µ −G
EFΛνEΛ
µ
FK
m
ν v¯
α
µ
GEFNBF Λ
β
E v¯
α
β −G
EFΛβEΛ
µ
FK
m
µ v¯
α
β G
EFΛνEΛ
µ
F v¯
α
ν v¯
β
µ

 . (9)
Here ΛνE ≡ (Φ
−1)νµ(Q
∗)χµE(Q
∗).
The pseudoinversion of G˜AB means that
G˜A˜D˜G˜D˜B˜ =

 (P⊥)
A
B 0 0
0 δab 0
0 0 δαβ

 .
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3 Transformation of the Lagrangian
In terms of initial local coordinates defined on the original manifold P×V , the
Lagrangian for the considered mechanical system can be written as follows:
L =
1
2
GAB(Q) Q˙
AQ˙B +
1
2
Gmn f˙
mf˙n − V (Q, f). (10)
By our assumption, the potential V (Q, f) is a G-invariant function: V (Q, f) =
V (F (Q, a), D¯(a)f). So the whole Lagrangian is also invariant.
As the configuration space P×V of our mechanical system is a total space
of the principal fiber bundle P(P ×G V,G), the evolution of the system may
be equally represented by using the bundle coordinates. In particular, in the
Lagrangian (10), new coordinates are introduced by using the replacement
of the local coordinates (6). As a result, we get
L =
1
2
GCD
(dQ∗C
dt
+KCµ u¯
µ
α(a)
daα
dt
)(dQ∗D
dt
+KDν u¯
ν
β(a)
daβ
dt
)
+
1
2
Gmn
(df˜m
dt
+Kmβ u¯
β
α(a)
daα
dt
)(df˜n
dt
+Knν u¯
ν
µ(a)
daµ
dt
)
− V, (11)
where now GCD, K
C
µ depend on Q
∗, Kmβ = K
m
β (f˜), and V = V (Q
∗, f˜).
We note that transformation of the velocities Q˙A(t) in (10), for QA(t) =
FA(Q∗D(t), aα(t)), was made as follows:
Q˙A(t) ≡
dQA
dt
= FAC (P⊥)
C
D
dQ∗D
dt
+ FAα
daα
dt
= FAC
(dQ∗C
dt
+KCβ (Q
∗) u¯βα(a)
daα
dt
)
,
where FAα ≡
∂FA(Q∗,a)
∂aα
= FACK
C
β u¯
β
α. Besides, we have used the identity
(P⊥)
C
D
dQ∗D
dt
= dQ
∗C
dt
, which is valid since the velocity dQ∗D/dt belongs to
the tangent space TΣ of the gauge fixing surface Σ = {Q∗A : χα(Q∗) = 0}.
Our next task is to introduce a special coordinate basis (the horizontal lift
basis) on the total space of the principal fiber bundle. This basis is needed
for derivation of the Lagrange-Poincare´ equations in the considered problem.
We note that coordinate vector fields of this basis do not commute between
themselves. Sometimes, mainly in a physical literature, such bases are called
the nonholonomic. In our works [9, 10], an analogous basis was constructed
for P(M,G).
Since the new basis consists of the horizonal and vertical vector fields, this
means that there is a connection on the considered principal fiber bundle.
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In case of the reduction of mechanical systems, it is this case we study here,
there exists [1] a natural connection called the ”mechanical connection“. So,
it is quite natural that this connection takes part in the process of the sep-
aration of vector fields into two orthogonal sets. We briefly recall how one
can introduce these vector fields.
The one-form ωˆα on the principal fiber bundle P(P ×G V,G),
5 the con-
nection form, is given by the following formula written in terms of the initial
local coordinate given on the total space P × V :
ωˆα(Q, f) = dαβ(Q, f) (KBβ (Q)GBA(Q)dQ
A +Kpβ(f)Gpqdf
q ). (12)
To rewrite this connection form in terms of the principal fiber bundle coor-
dinates (Q∗A, f˜n, aα), one should perform the corresponding transformations
of all terms in this expression. It can be made as follows:
dQA = FAA′ ((P⊥)
A′
D dQ
∗D +KA
′
µ (Q
∗)u¯µα(a)da
α),
with (P⊥)
A′
D dQ
∗D = dQ∗A
′
,
df q = D¯qn(a) (df˜
n +Knµ (f˜)u¯
µ
α(a)da
α).
KBβ (F (Q
∗, a)) = ρµβ(a)K
D
µ (Q
∗)FBD (Q
∗, a),
and
Kpβ(D¯(a)f˜) = ρ
µ
β(a)K
q
µ(f˜)D¯
p
q (a).
dαβ(Q, f) = ρ¯αα′(a)ρ¯
β
β′(a)d
α′β′(Q∗, f˜).
To transform GBA(Q) and Gpq one must takes into account the relations (2)
and (3). The above transformations leads to
ωˆα = ρ¯αα′(a)
(
dα
′µKDµ (Q
∗)GDA(Q
∗)dQ∗A + dα
′µKqµ(f˜)Gqndf˜
n
)
+ uαβ(a)da
α,
where now dα
′µ = dα
′µ(Q∗, f˜). The obtained expression for ωˆα may be rewrit-
ten as follows:
ωˆα = A˜ α
′
B (Q
∗, f˜ , a)dQ∗B + A˜ α
′
m (Q
∗, f˜ , a)df˜m + uαβ(a)da
α, (13)
where we have introduced the (gauge) potentials A αB , and A
α′
m , together with
a new notation: A˜ αB = ρ¯
α
α′(a)A
α′
B (Q
∗, f˜).
The same may be written in the condensed notation:
ωˆα = A˜ α
′
B˜
(Q∗, f˜ , a)dQ∗B˜ + uαβ(a)da
α,
5The one-form ωˆ with the value in the Lie algebra of the group Lie G is ωˆ = ωˆα ⊗ λα.
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implying that the index represented by the capital Latin letter with the tilde
mark has two components: B˜ = (B, p) and, respectively, the variables are
given as Q∗B˜ = (Q∗B , f˜ p). The condensed notation will be also used in the
sequel,
We note that analogous transformations convert the Killing vector field
Kα(Q, f), the vertical vector field,
Kα(Q, f) = K
B
α (Q)
∂
∂QB
+Kpα
∂
∂f p
,
into the vector field Lα = v
ν
α(a)
∂
∂aν
which is the left-invariant vector field
given on the group manifold G.
In order to define the horizontal vector fields, we need the horizontal
projection operators. These operators must extract the direction which is
normal to the orbit: ΠA˜
E˜
KE˜α = 0. They are defined as follows:
ΠA˜
B˜
= δA˜
B˜
−KA˜α d
αβKD˜β GD˜B˜.
By ΠA˜
B˜
, we denote the four component operator:
ΠA˜
B˜
= (ΠAB, Π
A
m, Π
m
A , Π
m
n ).
The components are given by the following formulae:
ΠAB = δ
A
B −K
A
α d
αβKDβ GDB
ΠAm = −K
A
µ d
µνKpνGpm
ΠmA = −K
m
µ d
µνKDν GDA
Πmn = δ
m
n −K
m
µ d
µνKrνGrn.
The horizontal vector fields are defined as follows:
HA(Q, f) = Π
R
A
∂
∂QR
+ΠqA
∂
∂f q
(14)
Hp(Q, f) = Π
R
p
∂
∂QR
+Πmp
∂
∂fm
. (15)
For the connection form ωˆα from (12), one can easily check the fulfilment of
the following equalities:
ωˆα(HA) = 0, ωˆ
α(Hp) = 0, ωˆ
α(Kβ) = δ
α
β .
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This means that HA and Hp are the horizontal vector fields. The Killing
vector field Kβ is the vertical one.
With formulae (7) and the properties of the projection operator ΠA˜
B˜
that
are given in Appendix, we may express the horizontal vector fields (14) and
(15) in terms of the principal fiber bundle coordinates. They are given as
follows:
HA(F
B(Q∗, a), D¯rp(a)f˜
p) = FˇMA HM(Q
∗, f˜ , a),
where
HM(Q
∗, f˜ , a) =
[
NTM
( ∂
∂Q∗T
− A˜ αT Lα
)
+NmM
( ∂
∂f˜m
− A˜ αmLα
)]
, (16)
and
Hp(F
B(Q∗, a), D¯rp(a)f˜
p) = Dmp (a)Hm(Q
∗, f˜ , a),
where
Hm(Q
∗, f˜ , a) =
( ∂
∂f˜m
− A˜ αmLα
)
. (17)
In equation (16), we use the components of the projection operator N A˜
C˜
:
N A˜
C˜
= (NAC , N
A
m, N
m
A , N
m
p ).
Besides of NAC , which was already defined, the components are
NAm = 0, N
m
A = −K
m
α (Φ
−1)αµ χ
µ
A = −K
m
α Λ
α
A, N
m
p = δ
m
p .
The operator N A˜
B˜
satisfy the following properties:
N A˜
B˜
N B˜
C˜
= N A˜
C˜
, ΠL˜
B˜
N A˜
L˜
= N A˜
B˜
, ΠA˜
L˜
N L˜
C˜
= ΠA˜
C˜
.
The horizontal vector fields that are defined by the formulae (16) and
(17), together with the left-invariant vector field Lα, represent the new local
coordinate basis for our principal fiber bundle. The horizontal coordinate
vector fields of this basis do not commute between themselves. They com-
mutation relations are as follows:
[HA, HB] = C
T
ABHT + C
p
ABHp + C
α
ABLα, (18)
where the “structure constants” are given by
C
T
AB = (Λ
γ
AN
R
B − Λ
γ
BN
R
A )K
T
γR,
C
p
AB = −N
D
AN
R
B (Λ
α
R,D − Λ
α
D,R)K
p
α − c
σ
αβΛ
β
AΛ
α
BK
p
σ,
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and
C
α
AB = −N
S
AN
P
B F˜
α
SP − (N
E
AN
p
B −N
E
BN
p
A)F˜
α
Ep +N
m
A N
p
BF˜
α
pm .
In CTAB, we denote the partial derivative of K
T
γ with respect to Q
⋆R by KTγR.
In CαAB, the curvature tensor F˜
α
SP of the connection A˜
α
P is given by
F˜αSP =
∂
∂Q∗S
A˜
α
P −
∂
∂Q∗P
A˜
α
S + c
α
νσ A˜
ν
S A˜
σ
P ,
(F˜αSP (Q
∗, a) = ρ¯αµ(a)F
µ
SP (Q
∗) ). The tensors F˜αEp and F˜
α
pm are defined in a
similar way.
Next commutation relations are
[HA, Hp] = C
m
ApHm + C
α
ApLα (19)
with
C
m
Ap = (J¯α)
m
p Λ
α
A, C
α
Ap = −N
E
A F˜
α
Ep −N
m
A F˜
α
mp,
and
[Hp, Hq] = C
α
pqLα (20)
with
C
α
pq = −F˜
α
pq .
We notice that the left-invariant vector fields Lα of the new basis commute
with the coordinate horizontal vector fields:
[HA, Lα] = 0, [Hp, Lα] = 0.
Also, for Lα we have [Lα, Lβ ] = c
γ
αβLγ .
In the new coordinate basis (HA, Hp, Lα), the metric (8) can be written
as the metric GˇAB with following components:
GˇAB(Q
∗, f˜ , a) =

 G˜
H
AB G˜
H
Am 0
G˜HnB G˜
H
nm 0
0 0 d˜αβ

 =
(
G˜H
A˜B˜
0
0 d˜αβ
)
, (21)
where d˜αβ = ρ
α′
α ρ
β′
β dα′β′. The components of the “horizontal metric” G˜
H
A˜B˜
depending on (Q∗A, f˜m) are defined as follows:
G˜HAB = Π
A˜
AΠ
B˜
B GA˜B˜ = GAB −GADK
D
α d
αβKRβ GRB,
because of ΠC˜A Π
D˜
B GC˜D˜ = Π
C
A Π
D
B GCD +Π
q
AΠ
p
B Gqp.
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G˜HAm = −GABK
B
α d
αβKpβGpm.
Notice that G˜HAm is equal to
G˜HmA = −GmqK
q
µ d
µνKDν GDA.
G˜Hmn = Π
r
mGrn, or
ΠC˜mΠ
D˜
n GC˜D˜ = Π
C
mΠ
D
n GCD +Π
r
mΠ
q
nGrq = Gmn −GmrK
r
αd
αβKpβGpn.
It worth to note that metric G˜H
A˜B˜
is given on the local surface Σ˜ and gives
rise the metric on the orbit space P ×G V provided that the submanifold Σ˜
is given parametrically.
The pseudoinverse matrix GˇAB to the matrix (21) is represented as
GˇAB =

 G
EFNAEN
B
F G
EFNAEN
q
F 0
GEFNpFN
B
E G
pq +GABNpAN
q
B 0
0 0 d˜αβ

 . (22)
This matrix is defined from the following orthogonality condition:
GˇABGˇBE =

 N
A
D 0 0
NpD δ
p
m 0
0 0 δαβ

 =
(
N A˜
D˜
0
0 δαβ
)
,
where
N A˜
D˜
=
(
NAD N
A
m
NpD N
p
m
)
(NAm = 0, N
p
m = δ
p
m).
In the local coordinates of the basis (HA, Hp, Lα), the expression (11) of
the Lagrangian L is transformed into
Lˆ =
1
2
(G˜HAB ω
AωB+G˜HAp ω
Aωp+G˜HpA ω
pωA+G˜Hpq ω
pωq+ d˜µνω
µων)−V, (23)
where we have introduced the new time-dependent variables ωA, ωp and ωα
that are related to the velocities:
ωA = (P⊥)
A
B
dQ∗B
dt
=
dQ∗A
dt
, ωp =
df˜ p
dt
ωα = uαµ
daµ
dt
+ A˜ αE
dQ∗E
dt
+ A˜ αm
df˜m
dt
. (24)
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4 Differential relations between variations and
quasi-velocities
The main peculiarity of the Poincare´ variational principle is that it exploits
the special variations. These variations are connected with the independent
vector fields, which, unlike of the usual case, may not commute between
themselves. If these vector fields v1, . . . , vn, given on a some smooth manifold,
form a basis, then, in general, their commutator is as follows: [vi, vj] =
ckij(q)vk, where the “structure constants” are represented by the functions on
this manifold.
For a smooth path qi(t), defined on a manifold, the time derivative of the
function f taken on this path is determined as
df(q(t))
dt
=
∂f
∂qi
dqi
dt
=
∑
i
vi(f)ω
i, (25)
where vi(f) is the directional derivative of f along the vector field vi. The
variables ωi are called the quasi-velocities. They are linear functions of the
velocities q˙i(t).
In the approach of Poincare´, the deformation of the path q(t), which we
will denote by q(u, t), such that q(0, t) = q(t), have the standard properties.
We refer to [16], where for the variations with the fixed ends, these properties
were considered.
But as for the derivative of the function f(q(u, t)) with respect to the
deformation parameter u, it is given by the following expression:
∂f(q(u, t))
∂u
=
∑
i
vi(f)w
i(u, t). (26)
Also, it is required that the variations wi(u, t) are independent within the
time interval [t1, t2] of the considered variational problem. And at the ends
of the time interval, they satisfy the following conditions: wk(u, t1) = 0 and
wk(u, t2) = 0.
The variation of the functional F (q(t)) in this variational calculus is ob-
tained by the usual method:
δF =
dF (q(u, t))
du
∣∣∣
u=0
. (27)
We will apply the Poincare´ variational principle to the action functional
S =
∫ t2
t1
Lˆ dt, (28)
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with the Lagrangian (23).
But first of all, we have to obtain the differential relations between the
quasi-velocities and the variations. These relations are necessary in order to
calculate the variations of the functionals by the Poincare´ method.
In our case we deal with the vector fields of the local coordinate basis
(HA, Hp, Lα). It can be shown that the time derivative of the function ϕ
which is given on the path (Q∗A(t), f˜ p(t), aα(t)) is calculated in accordance
with (25):
dϕ(Q∗A(t), f˜ p(t), aα(t))
dt
= ωEHE(ϕ) + ω
pHp(ϕ) + ω
αLα(ϕ), (29)
where quasi-velocities ωE, ωp and ωα are defined by (24). By HE(ϕ) and
Hp(ϕ), we denote the action of the vector fields HE and Hp on the function
ϕ. A similar notation is used for Lα(ϕ).
First we consider the differential relation between ωA and wA. Using (29)
for Q∗A(t), we get
dQ∗A(t)
dt
= ωEHAE (Q
∗(t)),
where we write HAE (Q
∗) for HE(Q
∗A) which is equal to NAE (Q
∗).
The obtained equality for the time derivative of Q∗(t) can be extended
to the corresponding equality for the deformed paths Q∗A(u, t):
∂Q∗A(u, t)
∂t
= HE(Q
∗A(u, t))ωE(u, t), (30)
where ωE(u, t) is given by the linear function of the velocities that are defined
for Q∗E(u, t).
On the other hand, for the partial derivative of Q∗A(u, t) with respect to
u, we have, as supposed by the Poincare´ method, the following equation:
∂Q∗A(u, t)
∂u
= HE(Q
∗A(u, t))wE(u, t). (31)
Note that introduced variations wE(u, t) are independent inside of the time
interval (t1, t2) and vanish on its boundary, i.e. w
E(u, t1) = w
E(u, t2) = 0 .
As functions, these variations depend (functionally) on deformations of the
paths Q∗A(u, t).
Now taking the partial derivative of (30) with respect to u, we obtain
∂
∂u
∂Q∗A(u, t)
∂t
=
∂HAE (Q
∗)
∂Q∗B
∂Q∗B
∂u
ωE +HAE
∂ωE(u, t)
∂u
=
∂HAE
∂Q∗B
HBP w
PωE +HAE
∂ωE
∂u
. (32)
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While, differentiation of (31) with respect to t yields
∂
∂t
∂Q∗A(u, t)
∂u
=
∂HAE (Q
∗)
∂Q∗B
HBP ω
PwE +HAE
∂wE
∂t
. (33)
Subtracting (33) from (32), we obtain
( ∂HAE
∂Q∗B
HBP −
∂HAP
∂Q∗B
HBE
)
ωEwP +HAE′
∂ωE
′
∂u
−HAE′
∂wE
′
∂t
= 0.
Taking into account the commutation relation (18) and the used notation,
by which HAR(Q
∗) = NAR (Q
∗), we come to the following differential relation:
NAR
(∂ωR
∂u
−
∂wR
∂t
+ CRPE ω
EwP
)
= 0, (34)
with CRPE = (Λ
γ
PN
S
E − Λ
γ
EN
S
P )K
R
γ,S.
Next we derive the differential relation between the quasi-velocity ωp and
the variation wp. It is done as in the previous case.
For the path f˜ p(t), equation (29) is written as follows:
df˜ p(t)
dt
= HE(f˜
p(t))ωE +Hm(f˜
p(t))ωm = NpE(f˜
p(t))ωE + ωp.
Provided that the deformations of the pathsQ∗A(u, t) and f˜(u, t) are properly
chosen, we may obtain an analogouse representation for time derivative of
f˜(u, t):
∂f˜ p(u, t)
∂t
= NpE(f˜(u, t))ω
E(u, t) + ωp(u, t), (35)
where now each ωp(u, t) is a linear functions of the velocities defined for the
deformed paths f˜m(u, t).
For the partial derivative of f˜(u, t) with respect to u, we take the repre-
sentation which is similar in form with (35), but where the quasi-velocities
of the deformed paths are replaced by the corresponding deformations:
∂f˜ p(u, t)
∂u
= HR(f˜
p(u, t))wR(u, t) +Hq(f˜
p(u, t))wq(u, t)
= NpR(f˜(u, t))w
R(u, t) + wp(u, t). (36)
Taking the partial derivative of (35) with respect to u, and then the partial
derivative of (36) with respect to t, we get two equal expression:
∂2f˜ p
∂u ∂t
= HR(N
p
E)w
RωE +Hn(N
p
E)w
nωE +NpE
∂ωE
∂u
+
∂ωp
∂u
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and
∂2f˜ p
∂t ∂u
= HE(N
p
R)w
RωE +Hn(N
p
R)ω
nwR +NpE
∂wE
∂t
+
∂wp
∂t
.
Subtracting the second expression from the first, we obtain
(HR(N
p
E)−HE(N
p
R))w
RωE +Hq(N
p
E)w
qωE −Hq(N
p
R)ω
qwR
+NpE
(∂ωE
∂u
−
∂wE
∂t
)
+
(∂ωp
∂u
−
∂wp
∂t
)
= 0.
Now because of HE(f˜
p) = NpE(f˜), where N
p
E(f˜) = −K
p
α(f˜)Λ
α
E and K
p
α(f˜) =
(J¯α)
p
mf˜
m, the obtained equation can be rewritten as follows:
[HR, HE](f
p)wRωE +Hn(N
p
E)w
nωE −Hn(N
p
R)ω
nwR
+NpE
(∂ωE
∂u
−
∂wE
∂t
)
+
(∂ωp
∂u
−
∂wp
∂t
)
= 0
Then, replacing the commutator by its explicit expression from (18), we get
the following differential relation:
NpT
(∂ωT
∂u
−
∂wT
∂t
− CTERω
EwR
)
+
(∂ωp
∂u
−
∂wp
∂t
− CpER ω
EwR − CpEq ω
Ewq − CpqR ω
qwR
)
= 0. (37)
We note that this differential relation can be written by using the condenced
notation for indices:
N˜ A˜
B˜
∂ωB˜
∂u
= N˜ A˜
B˜
∂wB˜
∂t
+ N˜ A˜
B˜
C
B˜
E˜R˜
ωE˜wR˜.
The last differential relation dealing with the partial derivatives of ωα and
wα is obtained in Appendix A. The result is given by equation (A.3):
∂ωβ
∂u
−
∂wβ
∂t
+ CβREw
RωE − CβEpw
pωE + CβRmw
Rωm
+Cβpmw
pωm + cβνµw
νωµ = 0.
Now we can proceed to derivation of the Lagrange-Poincare´ equations.
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5 The Lagrange-Poincare´ equations
We make use of the Poincare´ variational principle to derive the Lagrange-
Poincare´ equations. The variational integral, which we take for this purpose,
is given by the functional (28). The variation δS of this functional is defined
by (27). It follows that to obtain δS, first we must compute the derivative of
the functional S with respect to that variable of the deformed paths which
is related to the distortion of the paths:
dS
du
=
∫ t2
t1
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωC
∂ωC
∂u
+
∂Lˆ
∂ωp
∂ωp
∂u
+
∂Lˆ
∂ωα
∂ωα
∂u
+
∂Lˆ
∂Q∗B
∂Q∗B
∂u
+
∂Lˆ
∂f˜ p
∂f˜ p
∂u
+
∂Lˆ
∂aα
∂aα
∂u
)
dt. (38)
In order to perform the integration by parts in the integral (38), we have
to transform the terms with the derivatives of the quasi-velocities of the
integrand into new terms with the time derivatives of the variations. This
can be made with the help of the obtained differential relations between the
quasi-velocities and deformations. We begin with the transformation of the
first two terms of the integrand.
Since in our case G˜HAp = G˜
H
pA, these terms can be rewritten as follows:
∂Lˆ
∂ωC
∂ωC
∂u
+
∂Lˆ
∂ωp
∂ωp
∂u
=
G˜HCD
∂ωC
∂u
ωD + G˜HAp
∂ωA
∂u
ωp + G˜HAp ω
A∂ω
p
∂u
+ G˜Hpq ω
p∂ω
q
∂u
. (39)
Denoting temporary the differential relation (34) by (A), and (37) by (B),
let us consider their linear combination G˜HBA · (A) + G˜
H
Bm · (B) = 0. Using
the identity
G˜HBAN
A
T + G˜
H
BmN
m
T = G˜
H
BT (or G˜
H
BA˜
N A˜T = G˜
H
BT ),
we get the following differential relation:
(A’)
G˜HBT
∂ωT
∂u
= G˜HBT
(∂wT
∂t
+ CTER ω
EwR
)
−G˜HBm
(∂ωm
∂u
−
∂wm
∂t
− CmEFω
EwF − CmEqω
Ewq − CmqRω
qwR
)
.
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Similarly, considering the linear combination G˜HpA · (A) + G˜
H
pq · (B) = 0, and
taking into account
G˜HpAN
A
T + G˜
H
pqN
q
T = G˜
H
pT (or G˜
H
pB˜
N B˜T = G˜
H
pT ),
we obtain
(B’)
G˜HpT
∂ωT
∂u
= G˜HpT
(∂wT
∂t
+ CTER ω
EwR
)
−G˜Hpm
(∂ωm
∂u
−
∂wm
∂t
− CmEFω
EwF − CmEqω
Ewq − CmqRω
qwR
)
.
Multiplying (A’) by ωB and using the result of the multiplication in the
right hand side of (39), we get for it the following expression:
G˜HBT ω
B
(∂wT
∂t
+ CTER ω
EwR
)
−G˜HBm ω
B
(∂ωm
∂u
−
∂wm
∂t
− CmEFω
EwF − CmEqω
Ewq − CmqRω
qwR
)
+G˜HAp
∂ωA
∂u
ωp + G˜HAp ω
A∂ω
p
∂u
+ G˜Hpq ω
p∂ω
q
∂u
.
We see that underlined terms are cancelled. Next we insert the result of the
multiplication (B’) by ωp in just obtained expression. As a consequence, we
come to the following expression for the right hand side of (39):
G˜HBT ω
B
(∂wT
∂t
+ CTER ω
EwR
)
−G˜HBm ω
B
(
−
∂wm
∂t
− CmEFω
EwF − CmEqω
Ewq − CmqRω
qwR
)
+G˜HpT ω
p
(∂wT
∂t
+ CTER ω
EwR
)
− G˜Hpm ω
p
(∂ωm
∂u
−
∂wm
∂t
−CmEFω
EwF − CmEqω
Ewq − CmqRω
qwR
)
+ G˜Hpq ω
p∂ω
q
∂u
. (40)
Since the underlined terms in this expression are cancelled, now we can per-
form the integration by parts of this expression.
Before writing out the result of the integration, it worth to note that one
can rewrite the obtained expression in a compact form by making use of the
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condensed notation in which Q∗A˜ means (Q∗A, f˜ p):
G˜H
B˜T
ωB˜
(∂wT
∂t
+ CTER ω
EwR
)
+G˜H
B˜m
ωB˜
(∂wm
∂t
+ CmEFω
EwF + CmEqω
Ewq + CmqRω
qwR
)
= G˜H
B˜T˜
ωB˜
(∂wT˜
∂t
+ CT˜
E˜R˜
ωE˜wR˜
)
.
In our case CTEq = 0, C
T
qR = 0, C
T
qp = 0 and C
m
qp = 0.)
The result of the integration by parts of (40) is given as follows:
∫ t2
t1
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωC
∂ωC
∂u
+
∂Lˆ
∂ωp
∂ωp
∂u
)
dt =
(
G˜HBT ω
BwT + G˜HpT ω
pwT
)∣∣∣t2
t1
−
∫ t2
t1
( d
dt
(
G˜HBT ω
B + G˜HpT ω
p
)
wT − G˜HBT ω
B
C
T
ER ω
EwR
−G˜HpT ω
p
C
T
ER ω
EwR − G˜HBm ω
B (CmEF ω
EwF + CmqR ω
qwR)
−G˜Hpm ω
p (CmEF ω
EwF + CmqR ω
qwR)
)
dt
+
(
G˜HBm ω
Bwm + G˜Hpm ω
pwm
)∣∣∣t2
t1
−
∫ t2
t1
( d
dt
(
G˜HBm ω
B + G˜Hpm ω
p
)
wm − G˜HBm ω
B
C
m
Eq ω
Ewq
−G˜Hpm ω
p
C
m
Eq ω
Ewq
)
dt.
The right hand side of the obtained expression can be rewritten as
(
G˜HBT ω
BwT + G˜HpT ω
pwT
)∣∣∣t2
t1
−
∫ t2
t1
dt
( d
dt
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωR
)
−
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωT
)
C
T
ERω
E −
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωm
)
(CmERω
E + CmqRω
q)
)
wR
+
(
G˜HBm ω
Bwm + G˜Hpm ω
pwm
)∣∣∣t2
t1
−
∫ t2
t1
dt
( d
dt
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωq
)
−
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωq
)
C
m
Eq ω
E
)
wq.
In a similar manner we can carry out the integration of the following term
in the integral (39). This lead us to
∫ t2
t1
∂Lˆ
∂ωǫ
∂ωǫ
∂u
dt = (d˜ǫν ω
νwǫ)
∣∣∣t2
t1
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−∫ t2
t1
( d
dt
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωǫ
)
wǫ −
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωǫ
)
(−CǫRE ω
E − CǫRm ω
m)wR
−
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωǫ
)
(CǫEp ω
E − Cǫpm ω
m)wp +
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωǫ
)
cǫνµ ω
µwν
)
dt.
The remaining terms of the integrand in the integral (38) can be transformed
as
∂Lˆ
∂Q∗B
∂Q∗B
∂u
+
∂Lˆ
∂f˜ p
∂f˜ p
∂u
+
∂Lˆ
∂aα
∂aα
∂u
=
∂Lˆ
∂Q∗B
NBEw
E +
∂Lˆ
∂f˜ p
NpEw
E +
∂Lˆ
∂f˜ p
wp
+
∂Lˆ
∂aα
(−NCE A˜
β
C v
α
βw
E −N qEA˜
µ
q v
α
µw
E − A˜ σp v
α
σw
p + vαβw
β) =
HE(Lˆ)w
E +Hp(Lˆ)w
p + Lα(Lˆ)w
α.
Since the variations wE, wp and wα are independent between themselves
and satisfy the standard boundary conditions, this enables us to obtain the
following system of the Lagrange-Poincare´ equations:
−
d
dt
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωE
)
+
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωT
)
C
T
CE ω
C +
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωp
)
(CpCE ω
C + CpqE ω
q)
+
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωα
)
(CαCE ω
C + CαmE ω
m) +HE(Lˆ) = 0 (41)
−
d
dt
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωm
)
+
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωp
)
C
p
Em ω
E
+
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωα
)
(CαEm ω
E + Cαpm ω
p) +Hm(Lˆ) = 0 (42)
−
d
dt
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωα
)
+
( ∂Lˆ
∂ωβ
)
cβµα ω
µ + Lα(Lˆ) = 0. (43)
The first two equations of this system are the horizontal equations, and the
last equation, describing the motion of the group variable, is the vertical one.
6 Concluding remarks
In the paper, we have obtained the Lagrange-Poincare´ equations using the
dependent variables, determined on a global surface Σ˜. This means that
the principal fiber bundle related to our original mechanical system is trivial
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one. One meets with a similar case in gauge theories, where it is not possi-
ble in general to obtain a set of gauge-invariant variables that are globally
determined on the orbit space of the principal fiber bundle.
We note that obtained equations may be also used for description of
the local evolution (in terms of dependent variables) given on a appropriate
domain of the orbit space of the non-trivial principal bundle. But, as in
gauge theories, the problem of “gluing” these evolutions into the global one
is not yet settled.
We remark that our horizontal equations are analogous in form with that
ones from [4]. But the “structure constants” in our case are calculated for
the horizontal lift basis and differ from the structure constants of the cited
work.
Note also that the horizontal Lagrange-Poincare´ equations of the present
case can be derived from the similar equations of our paper [10] by considering
them as if they were written in terms of the condensed notations, that have
been used in this paper. However, the “structure constants” should be taken
those as in (18), (19) and (20).
Appendix A
Differential relation between ωα and wα
By the general formula (29) applied to the path aα(t), the velocity daα(t)/dt
is decomposed as follows:
daα(t)
dt
= HE(a
α(t))ωE(t) +Hm(a
α(t))ωm(t) + Lµ(a
α(t))ωµ(t),
where each of the quasi-velocities ωE(t), ωm(t) and ωµ(t) is a linear func-
tion of the velocities. Taking suffient small variations of the paths, such
a representation for daα(t)/dt can be extended to the representation which
determines the decomposition of the velocity daα(u, t)/dt: 6
∂aα(u, t)
∂t
= HE(a
α(u, t))ωE(u, t)+Hm(a
α(u, t))ωm(u, t)+Lµ(a
α(u, t))ωµ(u, t).
(A.1)
In this representation, the quasi-velocities ωE(u, t), ωm(u, t) and ωµ(u, t) de-
note the linear functions of the velocities of the deformed paths.
6aα(u, t) is a deformation of the original path aα(t), i.e., for instance, as aα(u, t) =
aα(t) + uWα(t).
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In the considered calculus of variation, it is supposed that ∂a
α(u,t)
∂u
is de-
fined similarly to (A.1), where, however, quasi-velocities are replaced by vari-
ations:
∂aα(u, t)
∂u
= HR(a
α(u, t))wR(u, t)+Hp(a
α(u, t))wp(u, t)+Lν(a
α(u, t))wν(u, t).
(A.2)
Taking the partial derivative of (A.1) with respect to u, we get
∂2aα
∂u∂t
= HRHE(a
α)wRωE +HRHm(a
α)wRωm +HRLµ(a
α)wRωµ
+HpHE(a
α)wpωE +HpHm(a
α)wpωm +HpLµ(a
α)wpωµ + LνHE(a
α)wνωE
+LνHm(a
α)wνωm + LνLµ(a
α)wνωµ +HE(a
α)
∂ωE
∂u
+Hm(a
α)
∂ωm
∂u
+Lµ(a
α)
∂ωµ
∂u
.
Similarly, the differentiation of (A.2) with respect to t yields
∂2aα
∂t∂u
= HEHR(a
α)ωEwR +HEHp(a
α)ωEwp +HELν(a
α)ωEwν
+HmHR(a
α)ωmwR +HmHp(a
α)ωmwp +HmLν(a
α)ωmwν + LµHR(a
α)ωµwR
+LµHp(a
α)ωµwR+LµLν(a
α)ωµwν+HR(a
α)
∂wR
∂t
+Hp(a
α)
∂wp
∂u
+Lν(a
α)
∂wν
∂t
.
Subtracting this expression from the expression given above, we obtain;
[HR, HE](a
α)wRωE + [Hp, HE](a
α)wpωE + [HR, Hm](a
α)wRωm
+[Hp, Hm](a
α)wpωm + [Hp, Lµ](a
α)wpωµ + [HR, Lµ](a
α)wRωµ
+[Lν , HE](a
α)wνωE + [Lν , Hm](a
α)wνωm + [Lν , Lµ](a
α)wνωµ
+HE(a
α)
(∂ωE
∂u
−
∂wE
∂t
)
+Hm(a
α)
(∂ωm
∂u
−
∂wm
∂u
)
+Lµ(a
α)
(∂ωµ
∂u
−
∂wµ
∂t
)
= 0.
By making use of the commutation relations (18), (19), (20), together
with the commutation relations for the left-invariant vector fields Lα, we
rewrite the obtained equation as follows:
(CTREHT (a
α) + CpREHp(a
α) + CγRELγ(a
α))wRωE
−(CmEpHm(a
α) + CγEpLγ(a
α))wpωE + CγpmLγ(a
α)wpωm
+(CqRmHq(a
α) + CγRmLγ(a
α))wRωm + cγνµLγ(a
α)wνωµ
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+HE(a
α)
(∂ωE
∂u
−
∂wE
∂t
)
+Hm(a
α)
(∂ωm
∂u
−
∂wm
∂u
)
+Lµ(a
α)
(∂ωµ
∂u
−)
∂wµ
∂t
)
= 0.
We note that
HT (a
α) = −NDT A˜
µ
DLµ(a
α)−NmT A˜
µ
mLµ(a
α) = −(NDT A˜
µ
D +N
m
T A˜
µ
m)v
α
µ (a)
and Hp(a
α) = −A˜ µp v
α
µ(a). Therefore, multiplying the equation by u
β
α(a), we
get rid off the common multiplier vαµ(a). As a result, we arrive at
[−CTRE(N
D
T A˜
β
D +N
m
T A˜
β
m)− C
p
REA˜
β
p + C
β
RE ]w
RωE
−(−CmEpA˜
β
m + C
β
Ep)w
pωE + (−CqRmA˜
β
q + C
β
Rm)w
Rωm
+cβνµw
νωµ + Cβpmw
pωm − (NDT A˜
β
D +N
m
T A˜
β
m)
(∂ωE
∂u
−
∂wE
∂t
)
−A˜ βm
(∂ωm
∂u
−
∂wm
∂u
)
+
(∂ωβ
∂u
−
∂wβ
∂t
)
= 0
.
First we observe that in just obtained equation, the sum of the terms with
common multiplier NDT has to vanish because of the differential relation (34)
for ωA. Hence, we deal, in fact, with the equation which looks as follows:
A˜
β
m(...)+(...) = 0. But in this equation the first summand also has to vanish
because of the second differential identity (37) for ωm. It follows that final
equation representing the differential relation for ωβ is given by
∂ωβ
∂u
−
∂wβ
∂t
+ CβREw
RωE − CβEpw
pωE + CβRmw
Rωm
+Cβpmw
pωm + cβνµw
νωµ = 0. (A.3)
Appendix B
Projectors, their properties and
some identities
The horizontal projector ΠA˜
B˜
By definition
ΠA˜
B˜
= δA˜
B˜
−KA˜α d
αβKD˜β GD˜B˜.
Its components are
ΠA˜
B˜
= (ΠAB,Π
A
n ,Π
m
B ,Π
m
n ),
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ΠAB = δ
A
B −K
A
α d
αβKDβ GDB, Π
A
n = −K
A
µ d
µνKpνGpn,
ΠmB = −K
m
µ d
µνKDν GDB, Π
m
n = δ
m
n −K
m
µ d
µνKrνGrn.
The main properties:
ΠA˜
B˜
ΠB˜
C˜
= ΠA˜
C˜
, ΠL˜
B˜
N A˜
L˜
= N A˜
B˜
, ΠA˜
L˜
N L˜
C˜
= ΠA˜
C˜
, ΠA˜
E˜
KE˜α = 0.
Under the transformation
QA = FA(Q∗, a), FAC (Q
∗, a) ≡
∂FA(Q, a)
∂QC
|Q=Q∗, Fˇ
C
A ≡ F
C
A (F (Q
∗, a), a−1)
and because of
KBα (F (Q
∗, a)) = ρµα(a)K
D
µ (Q
∗)FBD (Q
∗, a), Kpα(D¯(a)f˜) = ρ
µ
α(a)K
q
µ(f˜)D¯
p
q(a),
GAB(F (Q
∗, a)) = GDC(Q
∗)FˇDA Fˇ
C
B , Gpq = GmnD¯
m
p (a)D¯
n
q (a),
dαβ(Q, f) = ρ
µ
α(a)ρ
ν
β(a) dµν(Q
∗, f˜),
it follows that
ΠAB(Q, f) = F
A
C Π
C
D(Q
∗, f˜) FˇDB , Π
A
n (Q, f) = F
A
B Π
B
r (Q
∗, f˜)Drn(a),
ΠmB (Q, f) = Fˇ
C
B Π
q
C(Q
∗, f˜) D¯mq (a), Π
m
n (Q, f) = D¯
m
q (a) Π
q
s(Q
∗, f˜)Dsn(a).
The projector N A˜
B˜
Its components:
N A˜
C˜
= (NAB , N
A
n , N
m
B , N
m
n ),
NAB = δ
A
B −K
A
µ (Φ
−1)µν χ
ν
B, N
A
n = 0, N
m
B = −K
m
α (Φ
−1)αµ χ
µ
B, N
m
n = δ
m
n .
The main properties:
N A˜
B˜
N B˜
C˜
= N A˜
C˜
, (P⊥)
L˜
B˜
N C˜
L˜
= (P⊥)
C˜
B˜
, N A˜
B˜
(P⊥)
C˜
A˜
= N C˜
B˜
.
Transformations
NAC (Q
∗) = FBC (Q
∗, a)NMB (F (Q
∗, a))FˇAM(Q
∗, a), NAC (Q
∗) ≡ NAC (F (Q
∗, e)),
e is the unity element of the group.
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The projector (P⊥)
A˜
B˜
Its components:
(P⊥)
A˜
B˜
= ( (P⊥)
A
B, (P⊥)
A
n , (P⊥)
m
B , (P⊥)
m
n ),
(P⊥)
A
B = δ
A
B − χ
α
B (χχ
⊤)−1βα (χ
⊤)Aβ , (χ
⊤)Aµ = G
ABγµνχ
ν
B, γµν = K
A
µGABK
B
ν ,
(P⊥)
A
n = 0, (P⊥)
m
B = 0, (P⊥)
m
n = δ
m
n .
Some identities derived from KR˜γ G˜
H
R˜A˜
= 0
(1) A˜→ A
KRγ G˜
H
RA +K
p
γG˜
H
pA = 0 or K
R˜
γ G˜
H
R˜A
= 0
(A) KRγ,DG˜
H
RA +K
R
γ G˜
H
RA,D +K
p
γG˜
H
pA,D = 0.
(D) G˜HAR,qK
R
γ + G˜
H
Ap,qK
p
γ + G˜
H
ApK
p
γ,q = 0.
(2) A˜→ p
G˜HpqK
q
µ + G˜
H
pAK
A
µ = 0 or G˜
H
pR˜
KR˜µ = 0
(B) G˜HpR,nK
R
µ + G˜
H
pr,nK
r
µ + G˜
H
prK
r
µ,n = 0.
(C) G˜HpR,DK
R
µ + G˜
H
pr,DK
r
µ + G˜
H
pRK
R
µ,n = 0.
These relations are obtained as a result of the differentiations.
Killing relations for the horizontal metric GH
A˜B˜
G˜H
A˜B˜,D˜
KD˜α + G˜
H
R˜B˜
KR˜
α,A˜
+ G˜H
A˜R˜
KR˜
α,B˜
= 0
A˜→ A, B˜ → B
I . G˜HAB,DK
D
α + G˜
H
AB,pK
p
α + G˜
H
RBK
R
α,A + G˜
H
ARK
R
α,B = 0.
A˜→ p, B˜ → q
II . G˜Hpq,DK
D
α + G˜
H
pq,rK
r
α + G˜
H
rqK
r
α,p + G˜
H
prK
R
α,q = 0.
A˜→ p, B˜ → B
III . G˜HpB,DK
D
α + G˜
H
pB,rK
r
α + G˜
H
rBK
r
α,p + G˜
H
pRK
R
α,B = 0.
A˜→ B, B˜ → p
IV . G˜HBp,DK
D
α + G˜
H
Bp,rK
r
α + G˜
H
RpK
R
α,B + G˜
H
BrK
r
α,p = 0.
IV = III
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